
Shopping for a Cure: SDS Moms Raise $627 for SDSF! 
by Stephanie Gregoretti & Lauren Livengood 

 
 

Stephanie:  

With Rare Disease Day approaching this month, I was looking for a way to help spread 
awareness and raise money for Shwachman-Diamond Syndrome Foundation.  
Unfortunately, my son (7 years old with SDS) has been having a tough winter health 
wise and has been out of school for quite some time.  I knew whatever I chose to do as a 
fundraiser needed to work beside all the demands of having a child home sick.  How can 
I run a successful fundraiser while going back and forth to doctors or the hospital, in 
between treatments and therapies, catching up on missed school work, and just being 
there for my son?  What could I do that wouldn’t require me to leave my house or be 
away from him?  I was so frustrated. 

I met another SDS mom, Lauren Livengood, on a support page a while back.  I noticed 
that Lauren has a business selling jewelry.  I reached out to her because I wanted to 
learn more about hosting a party and to see if we could somehow incorporate a 
fundraiser.  Lauren replied with such enthusiasm and excitement!  She told me she too 
was planning to do a fundraiser for SDSF in honor of Rare Disease Day. We spoke quite 
a bit trying to figure out the best way to be successful!  I decided that I would host a 
party for Lauren prior to her event and raffle off my hostess rewards with all proceeds 
going directly to SDSF.  It was the perfect platform to join our ideas and raise 
awareness. Winners of the raffle were then able to redeem the gift certificates at her 
fundraiser event the week after with all proceeds also going to SDSF.  

One thing I love about our SDS community is how even though most of us never met, 
we are all there to support each other and make a difference.  Two SDS moms who 
never met, joined together from across the country, never leaving our homes, raised 
awareness and funds to help find a cure.  Got to love technology and social media!  So 
it’s possible!  Anyone can do it! 

 

Lauren: 

Several months ago, I began a small business adventure with KEEP Collective jewelry.  
Since I haven’t been able to return to teaching since our daughter Natalie was born with 
SDS, I’ve very much appreciated the little bit of financial freedom it brings and the 
creative outlet it gives me.  I also love that it allows the opportunity to fundraise for 



causes that are important to me.  KEEP Collective jewelry uses charms to showcase 
what’s important to you.  Through an online Facebook event, I promoted a special 
bracelet design to honor SDS patients or anyone fighting a medical battle.  I also shared 
SDS and Rare Disease Day facts in several posts.  The event allowed me to educate 
party guests on our cause, and all commission from the party sales was donated to 
SDSF.  The fundraiser was extra successful thanks to fellow SDS mom Stephanie 
Gregoretti.  Stephanie had recently hosted her own party with me and had quite a bit of 
reward credits to use on KEEP jewelry.  She chose to raffle off the rewards during the 
Facebook event, and together we raised $627.  We’re so pleased that the collaboration 
brought in a great amount of donations for the Shwachman-Diamond Syndrome 
Foundation.  We really enjoyed working together on the project! 


